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A TALE OF TASERMUIT
R. H. WALLIS

We were encompassed by a certain stillness not silence for
above us scud still shredded the sky, the pennant flapped above the
mast, and the boom shuddered out its creaking sighs. Rene heeled
over, into the waves rolling down on to our starboard quarter, and so
unceasingly the slap, slap, slap of water on wood continued, in and out
of phase with the labourings of a twenty-year-old, unloved, two-stroke
engine. It was the stillness of a raw, damp, cold morning, a morning
not yet really born, just the pause at the frontier between night and
day. The fjord presented an ugly picture, a length of dirty grey water
ridden in by undistinguished slopes of tangled vegetation and scree ;
a dull uninteresting pattern in grey and black. Crouching for shelter
behind the engine housing, with eyes screwed up peering into the
murk, cheeks singing with pleasant agony in the rawness of the wind,
Carl kicks the tiller over, the wires grate across the plate, the rudder
shudders through its arc and the bow heels away from the western
shore. Our eyes follow the cold line of water extending and narrowing
away from us, until between the dark dismal walls of rock it ends in
light light in the form of thousands of feet of frozen ice lit from a
clearing in the clouds above. Instinctively Carl and I turned to each
other, " Ja, you here Tasermuit."
Pushing the cabin door open and dropping down into the seven day
fug of stale cigarette smoke, damp food and unwashed bodies, the
comment " We are there ! " brought little sign of activity from the
apathetic heaps of humanity.
" What's the weather like ?"
" Pretty foul."
" Can you see anything ? "
" Well, not much really yet." Uncertainty creeps into my voice,
and a hardness enters the others.
" Yell when it's interesting, then."
I left, and went outside again. I was feeling warmer, excitement
was beginning to stir, the unbelievable was going to happen and after
thirty-five days of travel we were actually going to get there. Dennis
appeared, looked at me, then at the fjord, grimaced and put his camera
away, looked again and then, pointing, gave tongue.
" That's the Icefall."
" Yes."
" We're there then."
" Yes."
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And as we spoke the scud was torn apart, the greyness above
opened and the insipid slopes were insipid no more, for they rose
suddenly, steeply, flaring arcs of grey rock rising up to the perpendicular, rising up into the clouds.
" Christmas ! Over 4,000 feet and it's vertical ! "
Further words stuck in our throats as the implications began to
form, but we had arrived, we had come to Koromuit, on the shores
of Tasermuit fjord in South Greenland.

The idea of going to Greenland had come to members of the
St. Andrew's University Mountaineering Club as they idled through
yet another wet June in Skye. The unusual destination of their dreams,
Greenland, was the outcome of hearing a lecture from John Slessor
on the Scottish Mountaineering Club's 1958 visit to the Staunings
Alps of East Greenland. John Pitts, the senior of the Universities'
various Presidents, acted as Organiser and Leader, and after much
hard work he had managed by June of 1960 to gather eight people
together, together with the necessary money and somewhere to go.
East Greenland was a popular and crowded area in 1960, for Sir John
Hunt's large party was in the Staunings ; and so on the recommendation of the late Dr. G. H. Francis, we decided to visit South
Greenland, an area he had visited with Geoff. Sutton in 1957 on the
British Kap Farvel Expedition.
" The Plan " was simple we were to cross the North Sea to
Copenhagen, and from there to sail on the monthly Cargo/Passenger
ship to one of the Settlements in South Greenland. We would then
hire a local fisherman to take us and our equipment to our destination,
Tasermuit fjord. This is seventy miles N.E. of the southern tip of
Greenland, Kap Farvel, and is a convenient and accessible area not
too far from " civilization," yet provided with a host of untouched
hills, both rock peaks and mixed peaks rising 7,000 feet from the
fjord sides. The journey was to take us two weeks, we would spend
five weeks climbing and then we were to fly back via Iceland to the
U.K.
Of course the reality was to be rather different ! For in fact it
took five weeks to reach Tasermuit fjord and so we were only able to
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spend three weeks there before returning home a journey which
took twice its estimated time. The eight weeks had lengthened to ten,
and our climbing time was halved ; however, climbing is only part of
the enjoyment of any mountaineering venture, and on expeditions
almost a subsidiary. Of the party of eight, six were from St. Andrew's,
the seventh, John Pitts, having left St. Andrew's for Glasgow, and I
was from Birmingham. My only valid reason for being included,
besides that of knowing the rest of the party, was that Jim Robertson
and myself acted as specialists to the expedition as Botanist and
Geologist respectively.
This pseudo-scientific bias enabled the
expedition to overcome some of its financial difficulties. The only
member of the party over 24 years of age was Archie Strachan, a
member of staff at St. Andrew's, who acted as a " Moral Supervisor "
on behalf of the University.
We all met in the Drill Hall in St. Andrew's on the last day in
June, but it was not till the next day as I stood by the side of the Al,
somewhere south of Berwick-on-Tweed, clutching a single ticket
from Newcastle to Copenhagen and waiting for the next hitch south,
that I was really convinced that we were actually going somewhere.
Descending through Newcastle's dockside at 10.00 p.m., I chanced on
an expedition member leaving a local, and he guided me to our
evening's abode Warehouse H, us, the rats and 100,000 bottles of
Carlsberg ! Next day by 12 noon everyone had congregated on the
dockside, the 4,000 cigarettes had passed safely through the Customs
and all was well. The Parkeston, off down the Tyne, chanced upon
an unpleasant North Sea, so I retired to awake twenty-four hours
later at Esbjerg, Denmark. From warehouse to 1st Class travel
makes a welcome change " the best expeditions always travel
1st Class," I was told by the Treasurer, but we were soon to regret
that we had not been able to book earlier !
We travelled across Denmark by train and boat-train and the
contents of a large bottle of Cherry Heering belonging to an American
girl touring Europe " You Mountain Climbers are just wonderful"
after a couple of good healthy swigs we tended to agree.
Copenhagen cannot be dismissed in a sentence just go there and go
again, like Ben Nevis at Easter ! In Copenhagen " The Plan"
suffered its first reversal, from then on it was never to recover it
just slowly disintegrated. However, " The Plan " and its planning
(more joy comes from planning than doing) had given much pleasure,
and its subsequent passing was accompanied by a certain anguish
known objectively as " gaining experience." Like their Authors,
" Plans " are fallible !
In the spring of 1960 an unprecedented amount of ice calved from
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the glaciers reaching the East Greenland sea ; the southward flowing
current took this ice a 1,000 miles south, to Kap Farvel, the southern
tip of Greenland. Here, the east Greenland current meets the west
Greenland current, and between them the Kagisimuit bay, 250 miles
across and 50 miles in depth, filled up with stagnating, dying icebergs
and icefloes. Our primary destination, Julianehab, lies at the centre
of this bay, but in 1960 the amount of ice present had resulted in the
supply ship, the Disko, being stuck here, and thus it returned to
Copenhagen ten days late. We sailed therefore ten days behind
schedule, and our little book " Ten days in Copenhagen on £5 "
makes other books on slimming quite outdated !
The North Atlantic even in early July has little to recommend it,
for beyond Fair Isle, it is eight days at eight knots an hour to South
Greenland. Days boring beyond recall, cramped and confined,
miserable outside, claustrophobic fug inside, and reaction from
finals setting in fast ; a solution has been found for this year's trip
write journal articles ! Eventually a special day dawned, and across
the grey swells of the sea, at the junction with the pale blue of the
sky, the binoculars find pale pink patches interspersed between lengths
of muted whiteness landfall. The pink patches grow, amalgamate,
turn grey, become three dimensional, have form, have shape, have
individuality, become real, become mountains. As this sequence
proceeds so enthusiasm awakes, erupts and seethes ; impatience
reaches new heights. But patience is rare enough in the young, and
almost unfound in undergraduates, as they oscillate from bursts of
energetic enthusiasm to dreary stretches of apathetic lethargy. And
this was a case in point, for the hundred miles from here to Tasermuit
fjord was to take yet another two weeks of stop-start travel. Traversing 70 miles of pack ice was too much for the Disko, so we sailed
250 miles N.W. to Kap Thoraldsen, where only 5 miles of ice lies
between the sea and the narrow strip of water fringing the shore. We
pushed steadily through the ice to the clear blue waters by the shore,
where beyond the lifeless half mile strip of bare rock which is the land
lay the Inland Ice, the enormous ice plateau of Greenland. Even
though it was 65 degrees F., the evidence that one had travelled to a
different land was irrefutable.
Towards evening, and for the next two weeks we were in the low
fjord country, a land vegetated with rough grass or willow-birch
scrub undulating up to 4,000 feet between the 60 mile long fjords.
There is fifty thousand square miles of land between the Inland ice
and the sea, and here lives a third of Greenland's 25,000 population.
There are four settlements with over a thousand inhabitants, sizeable
towns equipped with Hospitals, Schools, Old Peoples' Homes,
Orphanages ; towns with Radio Stations, Licenced Bars, Soccer
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Pitches, and in one notable case a Taxi (for a total of five miles of
road in a circle !) Inside the confines of the larger settlements is the
Danish Welfare State ; outside, Greenland is untouched, except for
the Greenlanders and the relics of the Norsemen. Where they have
been renovated, the Old Norse churches and homes still make a fine
sight, the field patterns can still be appreciated, and with the help of
Nevil Shute's " An Old Captivity," their presence can almost be felt.
The Greenlanders have the usual run of human vices and virtues ;
the classic story tells of how a Greenlander, in the midst of a wonderful fishing season, had slightly too much to drink one night and found
himself in the local gaol, serving a 10-day sentence as he could not
pay the fine. So he cut the bedposts off his bed and made some
exquisite carvings which he then sold out of his cell window to
passers by, raised the relevant sum, paid out to the gaoler and left.
This is a fair commentary on Greenlanders and Greenland. The
atmosphere is of a certain indolence bred of long experience that
to-morrow never comes, coupled with an endless, broad and extremely funny sense of humour (as long as you do not mind laughing
at yourself). Both Dane and Greenlander, and the range between,
are endlessly kindly and helpful to, and tolerant of, people who come
a thousand miles to visit their most unlikely areas and who have no
intention of fishing, which is the glory of this part of the world and the
basis of its economy.
In coming into our first port of call, the Disko tore a six feet by
six inch hole under the waterline on a rather inconsiderate icefloe,
and thereby shipped twenty-eight feet of water, producing a 15 degree
list. So instead of going to our stated destination, Julianehab, we
were eventually landed at Narsarssuaq 70 miles away. Needless to
say this was not in " The Plan " ! We hitched a lift down the fjord,
eight of us and three-quarters of a ton of equipment, and when we
arrived at Julianehab, the capital of South Greenland, the flags were
out, the town decorated surely, we thought, not for us. We were
right ! King Frederick, Queen Ingrid and Crown Princess Margarthe
of Denmark were paying a State visit to Greenland. We must stay for
this, we said ; and stay we did, for it was one of the most enjoyable
days of the whole Expedition.
Carl H0yer was to take us to Tasermuit fjord in his boat, the
Rene; but as the passage was blocked by ice we went instead to
Kartartok fjord where we could expend some of our pent up energies
whilst waiting for a strong wind to blow the ice out to sea. At
Kartartok we spent four pleasant days ascending four hills reminiscent
of Scottish bens and requiring little more effort. Then the last lap
began, from Julianehab to Tasermuit. " The Plan " allowed two
8
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days for this 120 mile journey, but by the sixth day the dream became
a reality, and we landed on the shores of Tasermuit fjord, at St.
Andrew's Base.
The five or six weeks of climbing had shrunk to twenty days.
The ambitious plans were scrapped, but could anything be salvaged ?
Twenty days is a good Alpine season, but the Alps have maps, guide
books, huts, routes and other paraphernalia of home mountaineering.
Here, from the fjord sides sheathes of overlapping granite slabs carry
faces and peaks up to 6,850 feet a long alpine day. The rock peaks
ranging the fjord side have the form of rather bulky aiguilles which
varied from the striking and ridiculous to the complicated with
possibilities ; the snow level rises from the water at the head of the
fjord, to about 2,000 feet above sea level. The glaciers are delightful,
clean ice and hard neve, and even the icefalls, though tortuous, are
redeemed by their reliability. Inland, the peaks rise only 1,500 feet
or so above a plateau of snow and ice, lying at 5,000 feet, but here
the rock type changes and these hills are characterised by their
remarkable complexity of shape both on a large and a small scale.
The weather was endlessly fine, except when it did not matter,
but success was not easily obtained. Three lower peaks, of 4,900,
5,000 and 5,100 feet respectively were climbed, but these demanded
little more than the odd pitch of Diff. standard here and there. On
the higher peaks, and the more interesting of the lower rock summits,
failure set in respectively at 50, 200, 250 and 1,500 feet from the top,
on all occasions after many hours of effort, and often after many hard
and exhilarating rock pitches. We had come, we had seen and we had
at least partially enjoyed the exquisite pleasure of making our own
way up our own hill.
The days passed, and the time came to give up the struggle. We
could not reap the reward from our hard won experience ; the
significance of a curve of a slope, the length of a ridge, a notch or
pinnacle on a far sky line, when or when not to abseil, the correct
form of rope technique for 5,000 ft. rock climbs, or even to exploit
the innumerable mixed peaks lying inland even though we pushed a
subsidiary camp up to 3,700 ft. and eight miles inland, for time is
unbeatable. As we learnt of our abilities and our limitations so we
had to depart. We left behind the peace, the quietness, the forlornness, the views towards the Inland Ice, the empty land, the views
across to Kap Farvel, the myriads of pale blue peaks shimmering in
the afternoon sun, and the silent evenings as the sun eventually set
across the fjords. We left also the red glow of the sunset on Imaka's
great 4,000 ft. plumb-bob face, the Aurora, the bergs, the fish and the
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Greenlander children, for, almost like surgery, travel by 'plane
removes one with a painless completeness from the scene. For the
journey from Narsarssuaq, South Greenland, via Kulusuk, East
Greenland, and Reykjavik to Renfrew, " The Plan " said three days
but, as might well be expected on our previous form, it took eleven.

